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Run #1155 / September 2nd 2021
Hare: Mobeys of Dickus & Deb
Location: Behind East 40th
Scribe: Sir Mobeys of Dickus
SCANDAL PLAGUES THE HASH OLYMPICS!

In this world of doping, cheating and unethical behaviour it seemed the Hash Olympics would
remain above the fold. The drinking club with a running problem said they abhorred
competition but apparently these were hollow words and the lure of glory (holes?) pushed
behaviours worse than any real sporting event has ever seen.
Gender Determination Sends Winners to the Penalty Box
The prevalence of gender fraud meant we had to sex test our Gold and Silver medallists.
Saliva test samples confirmed the presence of male DNA in Slippery’s saliva and,
correspondingly, the presence of female DNA in Crash’s saliva. During a brief trial, the
disgraced winners would only smile cunningingly and state they had no idea how this could
have happened. They were immediately stripped of their titles.
Performance Enhancing Drugs
The banning of the top two finishers would normally move the 3rd place finisher to 1st. But
testing would also prove to be TNT’s downfall. Steroids to try to fast-track her knee injury
recovery led her on on down the road to scandal and disqualification.
Speaking of inappropriate drugs, a random sample also showed that Lady Come See My Box
had large traces on Invermectin in her system. Whether she was trying to get rid of Covid or
worms is uncertain, but in either case it was meant for her horse and was not allowed in the
Hash Olympics.
To magnify the severity of their crimes, all of the above had tried to mask their samples with
excessive amounts of alcohol. Luckily, this is totally acceptable and actively promoted in the
hash. All future sanctions were removed.
Paralympic Champion Exaggerates Disability
Our Paralympic champion Wee Little Bladder qualified for the Paralympics based on a
supposed knee weakness. Medical exams revealed though that his knee was only weakened
due to excessive begging and crawling. Surgical enhancements to his knee and his hip
actually give him a distinct physical advantage over other hashers. When confronted with
these findings, Wee was quick to put forward that, although he had no physical limitations,

he did qualify as a Paralympian as a result of mental deficiencies. However, we all know it is
just a Welsh accent that makes him sound that way.
Beach Volleyball Cancelled Due to Uniform Controversy
The beach volleyball nets came down before the Hash Olympics even started. Although
visitor Brad would have looked wonderful in the required beach volleyball uniform it was
deemed to be sexist. Very sad we had to miss the short shorts……
Equipment Tampering
Corked pickleball racquet. Or is it a paddle? Regardless, it appeared that either Don’t Know
Dick or her equipment was corked. Disqualified.
Illegal Lubricant. Lady Ms Dazey was caught red handed using an illegal lubricant that was
probably meant to help her speed through the events. Instead it only helped her speed from
a standing to a lying down position. Caught in the act and disqualified.
Soft balls. Broken Boner was the only hasher successful at the football kick. But an
investigation found that his balls were severely underinflated, which must make them easier
to kick. “Do your balls hang low …….

…….”

Trick frisbee. Some cheating hasher tampered with Pucker’s frisbee just prior to the event,
causing it to fly backwards instead of forwards. She didn’t have a chance. We were just lucky
she did not hit and scar TNT.
HOC Organizers Bribed
On top of all these athlete scandals, it was also discovered that the organizers were bribed,
wreaking huge financial gain from hosting the Hash Olympics. At last count, Deb and Sir
Mobey’s pocketed almost $2 from the empties left at the hash hold. If they are not punished,
they will probably try to host again in 4 years. Or 3 years. Or whenever the next pandemic
ends.

On On

Run Details for Thursday September 9th @ 7 pm
Run #1156
Hare: TBA
Start:
Prelube

CAMPU
Finally it's here! It's what you've all been waiting for! It's CAMP U! It will be
great after this strange year! It's September 10 - 12 at Hardendale Hall as

usual. Early bird price is $50 and is in effect until September 1. After that
price will be $60. Fees include an awesome camp experience, access to
the hall (to cook, eat and/ or sleep in) and haberdashery. Food and drink is
not included. Etransfer your registration to Chips at chrball69@gmail.com.

